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Editor's Notes 

Pater and Modernism, our session at the 1979 MLA Convention in San Francisco was 
well attended, and it was one of the few sessions that I have ever seen in which the 
discussion leader and the speakers disciplined themselves well enough to allow time for 
discussion. A genuine discussion did develop. Richard Bizot, Saron Bassett, Franklin 
Court, Wendell Harris, and Francis McGrath are all to be commended for their parts in 
making the first MLA Pater session a success. 

The dinner-group, which met on the evening of December 28, decided that the 
Socie t y would not propose a session on Pater for the 1980 MLA, since there would not be 
time t o consult the membership before a proposal would have to written. The Society 
will, however, propose a Pater session for the 1981 Convention. If you wish to suggest 
a theme or a program for a 1981 session, please write me: 

Billie A. Inman 
Department of English 
University of Arizona 
Tuc son , Arizona 85721. 

Your suggestions will be considered by the Paterians who gather in Oxford next July, and 
a call for papers will be included in the summer issue of the newsletter. Then, whether 
or not the session is approved, I will arrange a meeting of the Society at the 1981 Con
vention to discuss future MLA sessions. Of course, if any of you are proposing a Pater 
session for 1980, we will be happy to announce it in the summer issue of the newsletter. 

* * 
Gerald Monsman notes that a good many texts of Pater's works that used to be 

available for classes are now out of print. If you would like the Pater Society to ap
peal to a publisher for the reprinting of a Pater text, please write me, stating the 
title of the book and the type of course in which it would be used. 

* * 
This issue of the PN is being sent to approximately 100 libraries as well as to 

members of the Pater Society. Subscribers who paid dues in 1979 are paid-up through the 
Summer 1980 issue; No. 4 was free. 

New subscribers should make checks payable to The Pater Newsletter ~1.50 or 
$3.00) and send them with name and professional address, to Laurel Brake (from the U.K., 
besides Canada) or to Billie A. Inman (from the U.S.A. and Canada). 

News 

Laurel Brake has announced that plans' for a Pater conference in England this sum
mer are well under way. The conference, WaIter Pater: Research in Progress, will be 
held at Brasenose College, Oxford, on July 16-18, 1980. The speakers will include 

Barrie Bullen, the University of Reading 
Ian Fletcher, the University of Reading 
Billie Andrew Inman, the University of Arizona 
Gerald C. Monsman, Duke University 



Bernard Richards, Brasenose College, Oxford 
John Sparrow, formerly All Souls College, Oxford 
Richard Wollheim, University College, London. 

There will be a panel discussion on the possibility of preparing a critical edition of 
Pater's complete works, the panelists yet to be named. 

The registration fee for the conference , £10 (not returnable), should be sent by 
May 15 (but as soon as possible) to 

Laurel Brake 
Department of English 
University College of Wales 
King Street 
Aberystwyth, Dyfed SY23 2AX 
Wales UK 

Full board and room will be provided at Brasenose College for members of the conference, 
for £38. Inquiries about the conference should be addressed to Dr. Brake . 

* * 
Helmut Gerber announced at the session Eminent Moderns: Revaluations, MLA 1979, 

that the transitional group will propose the following programs for the 1980 MLA, in 
Houston: 

Foreign Influences on English Literature, c. 1880, discussion leader 
Albert Guerard, Stanford University 

A Centennial Look at 1880, discussion leader Stanley Weintraub, 
Pennsylvania State University (papers will concern the end of 
something or the beginning of something, about 1880). 

* * 
WaIter Pater: An Annotated Bibliography of Works about Him, compiled and edited 

by Franklin E. Court, with the assistance of Richard Bizot, Francis L. Nye, Lawrence 
Schreiber, and Samuel Wright is scheduled for publication early this year. It contains 
over 1100 entries covering the period from 1871 to 1973 and five indexes . 

Robert M. Seiler's Recollections of WaIter Pater is ready for publication and my 
WaIter Pater's Reading: An Annotated Bibliography of His Library Borrowings and Liter
ary References, Volume I: 1858-1873, is in production at Garland Publishing. 

* * 
Have you ever wondered what happened to Richmond Crinkley (WaIter Pater: Human

ist)? In 1969 he became director of programs for the Folger Shakespeare Library; in 
1973, an assistant to the chairman of the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts; 
in 1976, executive director at the American National Theater and Academy. Last year he 
co-produced the Tony Award winning "The Elephant Man. " Now he is executive director of 
the Lincoln Center ' s Vivian Beaumont Theater. This information came from an article by 
Bill Sublette--"Richmond Crinkley: Theatrical Trail Leads to a Tony and Lincoln Center," 
U. Va. Alumni News, Sept. -Oct. 1979, p . ll--which Dick Bizot sent in. 

Reviews 
(edited by Hayden Ward, University of West Virginia) 

The Aesthetes: a Sourcebook, ed. and introd. lan Small; pp. xxxii + 204. London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979, £4.95 ($19.00). 

The Aesthetes, an anthology of the maj or documents associated with the Aesthetic 
Movement , has been designed with a view to encouraging the undergraduate to take the 
Aesthetes seriousl y. The first section of the book consists of extracts from aesthetic 
and polemical works: Swinburne's Notes on Poems and Reviews (1866) and William Blake 
(1868); Pater's Preface to The Renaissance (1873), "Poems by William Morris" (1868) . 
which later became the "Conclusion" to The Renaissance, "The School of Giorgione" (1877) 
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and "Style" (1889); Whistler's "Ten O'Clock" lecture (1885); and Wilde's "'!be Critic as 
Artist" (1891) and Preface to The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891). The second section 
consists of poetry and fiction representative of the aesthetes, by Swinburne, Wilde, 
Pater, and Lionel Johnson. The third section includes extracts from important critical 
reactions to the movement, from W. H. Mallock's satirical novel The New Republic (1877) 
and W. S. Gilbert's comic opera Patience (1881) to Max Beerbohm's essay "1880 " (1894) 
and F. W. H. Myers' "Rossetti and the Religion of Beauty" (1895). Not surpris i ngly, half 
the book is devoted to Pater and Wilde. 

It is no easy matter to survey the complexities of this cultural phenomenon in an 
introduction as short as Ian Small's (19 pages). To begin with, the boundaries of the 
Aesthetic Movement are a matter of much debate. 
in 1870 and ended in 1895 with Wilde's debacle. 

Many commentators argue that it began 
A case could be made for dating aesthet-

icism from 1855, when George Brimley described lI~e Lotos-Eaters" as "pure aestheticism ll 

in his essay on Tennyson, and extending it to 1927, when Mrs. Rachael Annand Taylor pub
lished her "aesthetic" study, Leonardo the Florentine. Small, however, encourages the 
reader to date Aestheticism from the late 1860's, by which time SWinburne's Notes on 
Poems and Reviews (pp. 7-10) and the second chapter of William Blake (pp. 3- 7), together 
with Pater's essays on Winckelmann (1867) and William Morris (pp. 18-21), had formulated 
the doctrine of art for art's sake, and to set its terminal date at the early 1890's, by 
which time Wilde's paradoxical Intentions (1891), particularly "The Critic as Artist" 
(pp. 46-100), had marked the transition of the Aesthetic Movement into the Decadent 

Movement, as Arthur Symons called it in 1893. 
Moreover, as Small rightly points out, it was then and is now difficult to dis

tinguish Aestheticism as a philosophy of art from Aestheticism as a philosophy of life. 
The Aesthete in . his social guise--his affectation of speech and manner and his eccentric 
dress--and a social cult, which was modelled upon the literary and the artistic figures 
who dominated the social life of Oxford and London during the 1870's and 1880's, were 
the first manifestations of art for art's sake. As Small says, "a series of fashions 
for extravagant dress, exaggerated poses, for the cultivation of the beautiful in so 
diverse a range of objects as wall-papers, flowers and blue china were [its] most im
mediately recognisable characteristics" (p. xi). Mallock caricatured Pater as "the 
arch-aesthete" in The New Republic (pp. 171-74) and George du Maurier satirised Wilde 
as Maudle and Postlethwaite in Punch (eight cartoons from the period between 1879 and 
1881 are reproduced in this book). The extract (pp. 185-96) from Vernon Lee's novel Miss 
Brown (1884) exposes the dangers inherent in pursuing life in the spirit of art. 

As William Hamilton observed (see pp. 181-84) in The Aesthetic Movement in England 
(published in 1882, not 1881, as Small's text indicates), the critics found it easier to 
ridicule the Aesthetes than to understand the doctrine of art for art's sake, which the 
Aesthetes invoked in their revolt against "the Victor i an assertion that art was con
cerned with moral education" (p. xxix). On the one hand, the doctrine meant the artist's 
freedom to express what he has in himself to express. In nStyle," Pater says that the 
artist must be true to his unique gifts (p. 31). The aesthetic critic, to paraphrase 
the passage in "Leonardo da Vinci" (1869), analyses the impression made on him by the 
artist's work and tries to reach through it to a definition of the artist's gifts. Al
though not sympathetic to the art for art's sake movement, Whistler in the "Ten O'Clock" 
lecture declares that the artist's obligation is to create something beautiful (p. 25). 
In Whistler's concern for technique as an end in itself, the student can detect the 
basic elements of the Form-Matter debate; he can find pater's reply on pp. 45-46. On the 
other hand, "art for art' s sake 11 also designated the philosophy of approaching life in 
the spirit of art. This is Goethe's ideal of "self-culture, I! which Pater stresses in 
"Poems by William Morris" as the unification of personality through intense aesthetic 
experience: "Of this wisdom, the poetic passion, the desire of beauty, the love of art 
for art's sake, has most; for art comes to you professing frankly to give nothing but 
the highest quality to your moments as they pass, and simply for those moments' sake 11 

(p. 21). 
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The work of this diverse group of artists and writers, then, was unified by 
the belief that, because art presented experience in its most intense and in its most 
valuable moments, it should be enjoyed for its own sake. This plea for artistic free
dom/which we all take for granted, is the focal point of Small's suggestive introduc
tion: "This fundamental revaluation of the relationship between art and life : . • is 
the key concern of all Aesthetic criticism [and ] allows the modern reader a way of ex
ploring the revolutionary nature of the movement" (p. xii). 

I oversimplify merely to emphasise a few of the interesting lines of enquiry that 
The Aesthetes opens up to students. They may be piqued by the formula of "art for art's 
sake," which ultimately fails to explain the "isms" that they will encounter. They 
will want to investigate further how Pater's "programme" ("To treat life in the spirit 
of art is to make life a thing in which means and end are identified ll

) "modulated" into 
Wilde's cult of artificiality (liThe first duty in life is to be as artificial as pos
sible. What the second duty is no one has yet discovered") and how much of Wilde's 
aesthetics d erived from Whistler's. At the e nd of his exploration students will have a 
heightened appreciation of the profound changes that Aestheticism as a literary move
ment effected in the ways people could look at and criticise literature and the arts 
(p. xxix). 

Not as comprehensive as Richard Aldington's The Religion of Beauty: Selections 
from the Aesthetes (1950) nor as restrictive as Karl Beckson's Aesthetes and Decadents 
of the 1890's (1966), this anthology nevertheless reproduces those documents that are 
essential for a study of the Aesthetes. The notes are helpful and the introduction is 
intelligent and stimulating. The texts are reliable, as far as I can tell, and edited 
as minimally as possible . 

R. M. Seiler 
The University of Calgary 

Walter Pater: The Critical Heritage, ed. and introd. R. M. Seiler; pp. xvi + 449. 
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980, £11.50. 

The binding of this book is of the format made familiar by the worthy Critical Heri
tage series , and one opens the book hopefull~ The first shock is the price; the second 
is the graver one of finding the text punched out on a typewriter (but, unwisely, es
chewing some type-script conventions - such as underlining titles). How Pater, who took 
such care over the appearance of his books, would have hated to see such a decline in 
standards in a work associated with him! 

However, the text itself has much to recommend . it, both in the introduction, the se
lections, and the useful bibliographies. There are 100 items, dating from 1873 to the 
beginning of the decline in Pater's reputation: Paul Elmer More's essay in The Nation 
(1911). It was from the J.bre and Babbitt circle that T. S. Eliot partly imbibed his dis
trust of Pater. But for Pound's critical sense Pater might have been on the edge of 
being a household word - like Madame Sosostris, Stetson, Mr. Eugenides and the rest, 
since he appears in the draft of The Waste Land. By a narrow squeak he escaped that 
particular manifestation of Comtean "subjective immortality." 

I do not want to say too much about the reviews themselves, since Paterians will 
be able to come to their own conclusions. Sufficient to say that in general Pater was 
fortunate in having a discriminating and sensitive readership, and one is often struck 
by how perceptive and well written the contemporary reviews are. Modern scholars, for 
instance, continue to find Mary Arnold Ward's review of Marius a good and suggestive 
starting place. Even unsympathetic reviewers, such as Mrs. Oliphant, are able to see 
and record aspects they like. Most of the pieces are longer and in many cases more care
ful than the things we produce on Pater or on our contemporaries. This is a chastening 
thought, and one that will already have struck readers familiar with the Critical Heri
tage series many times before. Some of Pater's foreign admirers were excellent critics. 
Yet, Pater suffered, in his own time, from admirers who were foolish and wrong-headed. 
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I conclude with a few 
evident in a general sense. 
that not sufficient account 

specific details, and suggestions, since so much is self
A general complaint about the Critical Heritage series is 

is taken of the critical evidence one finds outside the 
critical essays. There is a lot of evidence in fiction. For instance, we could learn 
a lot about the contemporary image of Pater by looking at Louis Leverett's passion for 
him in Henry James's story "A Bundle of Letters." (This would take us on an inter
esting little trail, since the magazine in which the story first appeared, The Parisian, 
was run by Theodore Child, a minor aesthete who writes about Pater in The Desire of 
Beauty, but does not find his way into this study.) The Paterian appears in The Tragic 
Muse; Adam Verver, cultivating his ·'aesthetic principle ... with a cold, still flame" 
and adoring Luini is a fictional disciple, and Susan Stringharn reads Pater and 
Gregovorius in The Wings of the Dove. This is evidence of dissemination, and often in 
these conte xts there is more of a social and contextual gloss on the contemporary re
action than in critical essays. Pater appears, for instance, in Besant and Rice's The 
Monks of Thelema, when Paul Rondelet writes an article "clothed in the very finest new 
English quite e qual to Mr. Pater in his highest flights" (11, 268). He appears in Miss 
Brown, in a caustic reference (11, 226-27); and in The Green Carnation Esme Amarinth---
loves" the faded rose-leaf beauty of WaIter Pater's unnatural prose" (p. 109) . 

A f ew interesting contemporaries have slipped through the net. Ruskin's Oxford 
secre t a ry, Richard St. John Tyrwhitt, has some interesting things to say about Pater in 
Our Sketching Club, where he tries to soft pedal the notion that aesthetic principles 
might lead to the pur sui t of .. inunediate gratification" (p. 90). 

The treatment of the American reception is good, but an early review of The Re
naissance in Old and New, 7 (May 1873) fails to appear. Another article worth noting 
is F. 's "In Pater's Rooms" (an interview with the guru) in The Speaker for 26 August 
1899. 

Generally the footnoting in the edition is good, but the note on Albert Moore, an 
artist who "executed decorative work for theatres and churches," is woefully inadequate 
(p. 143). Does that note give the slightest indication of the langorously arranged fe
male forms that tried to achieve the purity of line of Hellenic bas-reliefs? Footnote 
4 on p. 77 fails to clear up a mystery. Who is the parodist of Guy Livingstone? I 
thought it might be Bret Harte in Sensation Novels, but it isn't there. 

it. 

Books 

This book is a worthy addition to the series, and all Paterians will want to have 

Recent Publications 

Bernard Richards 
Brasenose College, Oxford 

(compiled and annotated by Bernard Richards, Brasenose College, 
Oxford, and William F. Shuter, University of Eastern Michigan) 

Beppu, Keiko. The Educated Sensibility in Henry James and WaIter Pater. Tokyo: 
Shohakusha, 1979. (To be reviewed in PN, No. 6) 

Frank, Ellen Eve. Literary Architecture: Essays Towards 
Gerard Manley Hopkins, Marcel Proust, Henry James. 
University Press, 1979. (To be reviewed in PN, No. 

a Tradition: WaIter Pater, 
Berkeley: California 
6) 

Meisel, Perry. The Absent Father: Virginia Woolf and WaIter Pater. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1980. (To be reviewed in PN, No. 6) 

Seiler, Robert M., ed. and introd. WaIter Pater: The Critical Heritage. London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979. 
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Small, Ian, ed. and introd. The Aesthetes: A Sourcebook. London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1979. 

Wolff, Robert Lee. Gains and Losses: Novels of Faith and Doubt in Victorian England. 
London: John Murray, 1977. A long discussion, pages 175ff on Marius's conversion. 
Wolff decides that he has become a Christian. Interesting, too, on Mrs. Humphry 
Ward and the Pater circle, and W. H. Mallock's antipathy to both. 

Essays 

Buckler, William E. "De'j a vu Inverted: the Imminent Future in Walter Pater t 5 Marius 
the Epicurean." VN, No. 55 (Spring 1979),1-4. By focusing in Marius upcn historical 
developments in their incipience (principally upon Flavian's stylistic anticipation of 
"the rhyming middle age,1I Marcus Aurelius's asceticism, and Marius's eclecticism), Pater 
conceives of history as "perceived organic metamorphosis ll recapitulated in the individ
ual: "the deja vu's of another era are implanted in personal-historical time." 

Earnest, James David. 
Influence." Kentucky 

"G. M. Hopkins and Victorian Aestheticism: 
Philological Association Bulletin, 5 (1978), 

the Limits of Pater's 
9-17. 

McGrath, Francis C. "Paterian Aestqetics in Yeats' Drama." Comparative Drama, 13, 
(Spring 1979), 33-48. Pater had an even stronger influence on Yeats' "new style" than 
on his earlier style. Yeats formed his ideas of "tragic irony, sympathetic justice, 
and concept of the hero in the history plays" while engaged in dialogue with the Pater 
of "Shakespeare's English Kings" and "Measure for Measure!!; and Pater's idea of lyrical 
unity in the drama, expressed in the former work, had a long-lasting effect on Yeats. 
Further, Yeats did not reject Pater's "feminine cultural ideal," but fused it with "the 
more masculine Renaissance ideal," to create "a new modern cultural unity." 

Monsman, Gerald. "Gaston de Latour and Pater's Art of Autobiography." NCF, 33 (March 
1979), 411-33. The death of his "handsome and envied older brother," William, prompted 
Pater to portray in the brothers Latour and to "echo" in Montaigne and La Boetie the 
myth of Polydeuces and Castor, which had already inspired several of his works and which 
he was to summarize in Plato and Platonism. Pater abandoned Gaston, however, which he 
had probably intended to conclude with the reunion of Gaston and his son, because after 
Wilde had portrayed Lord Henry's influence upon Dorian, he "relished somewhat less" the 
"role of father." 

Robinson, John. 
Manley Hopkins. 

"Pater, 
London: 

and the Falcon." In his In Extremity: A Study of Gerard 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1978. Robinson contrasts ideas in 

Hopkins' undergraduate essay "On the Probable Future of Metaphysics" with parallel ideas 
in Pater's early essays, finding the opposition to be "a divergence" rather than "a con
frontation." His view of Pater is that although Pater ostensibly accepted the flux in 
life, he actually rejected life in favor of art: "His intelligence takes a sterile 
course. The flight of a falcon, or thick clusters of stars, one is led to believe, can 
be important to him only in art or poetry. 11 

Tucker, Paul. 
(August 1979) , 

"Browning, Pater and the Hellenic Ideal." Browning Society Notes, 19 
2-7. An investigation of Pater's aside on Browning in the essay on 

Winckelmann, which Tucker does not like, since it is "an unwarranted assimilation of 
Browning to the alien texture of Pater's thought.!! However, he goes on to investigate 
the way in which Browning represents a paradigm of the Hellenic ideal. 
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Notes 

FranGon, Marcel. 

(1979),18. 

Reviews 

"'L'Humanisme' et WaIter Pater," Francia, O.S., No. 29 (1979),16-18. 
"Lucrece, WaIter Pater et A. [Anatole] France" Francia, O.S., No. 29 

Diedrick, James . The Victorian Critic and the Idea of History: Carlyle, Arnold) Pater, 
by Peter Allan Dale (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1977). In Clio,8 (Winter 
1979) , 294-96. Dale demonstrates that Carlyle, Arnold, and Pater all sought compensa
tion in aesthetic experience for "the dissolution of religious belief." To him, Pater's 
main contributions to "the idea of history" were his integration of "Hegel's conception 
of the relation between history and art into English criticism" and his concentration 
upon the nature of historical knowledge. Although Dale misrepresents the positions of 
J. S. Mill and George Eliot, his book is a "valuable addition to the literature on 
nineteenth-century cr itical theory." 

Monsman, Gerald. The Case of WaIter Pater, by Michael Levey (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1978). In Victorian Studies, 23 (Autumn 1979), 135-37. Levey's book corrects 
and enlarges the record of Pater's external life; but, despite its title and its em
phasis on Pater's formative years, it adds little to our understanding of his inner life 
or the psychological forces that shaped his personality or his work. As a psychological 
study of the adult Pater, Levey's book is relatively shallow, representing him in large 
part as an aesthete and as a "homosexual manque"; nor is the portrait convincing in 
other respects. Levey neglects the history of Pater's intellectual formation, and, al
though an art historian himself, has disappointingly little to say about Pater as a 
critic of the visual arts. 

Newman, Gerald. The Victorian Critic and the Idea of History: Carlyle, Arnold, 
Pater, by Peter Allan Dale. In Victorian Studies, 22 (Spring 1979), 371-72. Dale's 
valuable study demonstrates that Carlyle, Arnold, and Pater forged their views of art 
as responses to, and defenses against, rel.ativism. However, Dale seems to be thinking 
more of Germany than of England when he identifies the fear of relativism with the fear 
of historicism. Victorian historiography was itself a reaction against skepticism . 
Dale correctly describes Pater's aesthetic as based on ttstrictly sensuous criteria of 
modeling and form," though with the admixture of a few "permanent and transpersonal Im
peratives. " 

Seiler, Robert M. The Case of Walter Pater, by Michael Levey. In Ariel, 10 (April 
1979), 95 - 97 . Levey reads Pater's works as a form of ttoblique autobiography" or mask. 
In Pater's sad childhood lie the personal origins of the recurring motives of his 
fiction--isolation, the love of beauty and the fear of death, compassion, and the 
longing for a male companion. As a biographer, Levey sometimes corrects Thomas Wright 
and adds new details to our knowledge of Pater's life, but Wright's unreliable state
ments require a more thorough and consistent scrutiny. Pater's intellectual life is 
only glanced at in Levey's book. 

Recent Dissertations (D .S .A) 

Di Canzio, William. "Pound and the Pateresque Renaissance." Johns Hopkins, 1978. (DAI, 
39: 2253-54-A) Early, Pound assimilated the influence of Pater's Rennaissance, then 
reacted to it, and finally, in his mature work, blended it into a synthesis. 
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Wellisch , Robert 8. "The Literary Forms of WaIter Pater." Univ. of Minnesota, 1977. 
(OAl, 39:30l-A) Pater's principal form is "a sort of prose dramatic monologue with 
himself in one of his personae as the didactic narrator, and someone like himself but 
more attractive as the subject." 

Willerton, Christian Williarn. "A Study of WaIter Pater's Appreciations." Univ. of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1979. (DAI, 40:4703-A) Includes a discussion of the unity 
of the book, in terms of six major themes; analyses of all of the essays (in the first 
edition and later editions), with commentary on their composition and influences upon 
them; and a section containing tables of textual variants in all editions and the avail
able manuscripts. 

Williams, Carolyn Stephens. "Pater's Typology." Univ. of Virginia, 1977. (DAl, 39: 
5534-A) That Pater, throughout his career, grouped minds into types (the same types), 
indicates a "desire to find permanence underlying change, typicality behind individual
ity," and continuity in history. 

Wilson, Sara Scott. "The Problem of Perception and Selfhood in Browning, Pater, and 
Wilde." Univ. of Kentucky, 1978. (DAI, 40: 880 -A) In the history of epistemology, 
Browning, Pater, and Wilde are transitional, moving away from transcendentalism and 
toward relativism. To them, the ' se lf is "a constantly changing entity"; the individual, 
by choosing his experiences, creates himself. 
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